
5 BPM trends essential  
for your Digital 
Transformation in 2018

Key findings:

Explore where BPM is heading in 2018 and 
how this will affect your organization

Discover what BPM tools will be critical for 
your Digital Transformation initiatives

Explore how your organization can benefit 
from real-time event processing, low-code 
technology, adaptive case management  
and intelligent process analysis



BPM continues  
to drive Digital  
Transformation

$13-14B

The BPM industry continues to grow, responding to the strong need 
for more robust solutions to help organizations support process  
design, execution, optimization, as well as digital transformation  
initiatives. It is expected that this growth will be even greater in 2018 
as BPM becomes a primary tool to support the ongoing  
transformation initiatives, where innovation must be continuous, where 
the data analysis is critical and where it is crucial to have the agility  
to implement changes in order to meet the needs of digitally-native 
customers.

CIO spend 18% of their budgets in support of digitalization, and analysts expect budgets for digital  
transformation to increase to 28% in the next two years. (Gartner)

18-28%
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With disruptive technology shifts on the radar, Digital Transformation 
has morphed from just a trend to a central component of major  
successful organizations’ strategies in 2018.

Therefore, the goal of any digital business transformation initiative is 
not only to modernize or digitize existing processes to achieve greater 
operational efficiency, but it should also help the business cope with 
rapidly changing technology landscape and facilitate faster time  
to market for new products.

Organizations’ leaders have realized that change must occur rapidly  
to remain competitive, retain customers and attract new business, and 
BPM has become the method of choice. By being a combination  
of processes, information, and technology that is focused on resolving 
operational business problems, BPM is one of the most effective tools 
to execute Digital Business Transformation initiatives.

said additional BPM investment is needed because their organizational structure is changing, or likely  
to change. (QuinStreet)

49%

of CIOs and their enterprises will fail to meet all of their digital objectives through 2019, dragged down  
by conflicting digital transformation imperatives, ineffective technology innovation, cloud infrastructure 
transition, and underfunded end-of-life core systems. (IDC)

75%

BPM continues  
to drive Digital  
Transformation
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Intelligent process 
modeling to build 
a seamless  
business process

AI, properly implemented by application design & development and BPM 

professionals, can lead to new opportunities to more effectively interact 

with customers. With the help of AI, organizations can put their historical 

data to use in order to faster achieve desired business outcome through 

intelligent business processes.

By applying a data-driven process modeling approach, organizations are 

able to incorporate new business functions, track whether the process can 

ensure the best outcomes and forecast the outcome after changing the 

process flow or altering the process elements.

Trend #1

of enterprises believe that the ability to improve upon existing products and services  
is the biggest strategic growth benefit AI can contribute to their organization. (Forrester)

44%
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Intelligent process 
modeling to build 
a seamless  
business process

In 2018, the market of intelligent BPM suites is offering on such AI-powered capabilities 

as, for instance:

Smart process elements. Intelligent process designers provide organizations with  

an option to incorporate ‘smart’ elements within a business process. By supplementing 

a process with smart elements for the “best channel” and the “best timing” decisioning, 

the system will automatically select the best time to reach out to contacts as well as the 

most relevant channel to get in touch with them. This creates immense opportunities  

for process personalization that is based on real historical data.

Next best offer and next best action. Based on historical data, predictive analytics  

defines the sequence of actions that will most likely lead to the desired process 

outcome. The system can prompt users the next best offer or next best action to help 

them choose the most relevant and efficient process flow in order to achieve the goal.

Trend #1

of enterprises believe the benefits of AI will be improved customer experience and  
support. (Forbes)

57%

of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that machine learning is automating  
process-change management inside their organization. (HBR)

96%
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Intelligent analytics 
embedded into  
a process to provide 
deeper insights

Intelligent analytics allows for detection of large data volumes (Big Data), 

Natural Language Processing (NLP), and analysis of the processes aligned 

to KPIs and strategic objectives. Intelligent analytics leverages machine 

learning to eliminate manual data processing to help employees focus on 

more strategic activities. For instance, the market will see the development 

of such intelligent BPM capabilities as:

Intelligent process analysis. With intelligent contextual process  

analysis, such as critical path and predictive workload analysis, businesses 

are able to optimize the process flow, which is often useful in continuous 

process improvement and business digital transformation efforts. Today’s 

AI-based solutions for business process automation, analyze the history  

of events that have occurred during the interactions under its control  

which include process events, decisions, collaboration or other activities.  

Intelligent analysis of the Big Data allows for enhancing the decisions  

made by the system and then applying this knowledge for providing  

unique insight into the process performance in the future.

Trend #2

of the 144 CFOs and CIOs questioned for the “Going beyond the data” survey said  
that they don’t know how to analyze the data they have already collected. (KPMG)

85%
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Bottleneck detection. Business processes produce huge amounts  

of data that organizations just can’t ignore in today’s data-driven  

environment. For example, data is captured when a specific activity  

within the business process is launched, how long it was performed,  

how the processes ended and what was the process flow overall.

Based on the data, businesses can get valuable insights on stages that  

can be optimized within the process and can effectively track possible  

process bottlenecks through the analysis of the process flow and log.

Powered by AI, the system is able to effectively determine when something 

is going not the way it was designed by an analyst, what stages were the 

most time-consuming as well as what is going the be the most efficient way 

to optimize the process.

Trend #2

Intelligent analytics 
embedded into  
a process to provide 
deeper insights

Insight-driven firms are more likely to report year-over-year revenue growth  
of 15% or more. (Forrester)15%

Over 70% of owners / C-level executives and executives / presidents  
said that to “better leverage big data and analytics in business decision  
making” would be a high or critical priority over the next 12 months.  
(Forrester)

70%
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Many digital transformation leaders find themselves in a painful and challenging  

situation. On one hand, ever-growing customer expectations and market pace force 

companies to move faster and respond to the changes more readily.

On the other hand, organizations’ ability to get things done quickly in order to support 

the ongoing Digital Transformation is slowed by the complexity of the technology  

environment and inability to swiftly implement necessary changes. Digital environment 

requires rapid change and deep integration into diverse ecosystems. For companies 

seeking to become more agile and accelerate their strategy execution, a low-code  

platform tends to be an effective way to speed up application delivery. This improves 

IT’s ability to respond to business demands, shortens time-to-value and accelerates 

digital transformation by empowering users with intuitive visual interfaces with  

drag-and-drop capabilities to design visual models, apps and processes.

Through 2021, market demand for app development will grow at least five times faster than IT capacity  
to deliver it. (Gartner)

5x
solutions today, while 43% said they are interested in working with a low-code provider. (Forrester)

43%

$ 10B

Forrester calls the Low Code market a “high growth” area, and predicts it will grow to over $10 Billion  
in 2019.

29%

Of businesses are using low-code solutions today, while 43 percent said they are interested  
in working with a low-code provider. (Forrester)

Trend #3
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Low-Code and  
Business Process 
Management  
(BPM) to support  
the concept  
of Continuous  
improvement

The execution of tasks that were previously performed over months  

in traditional BPM suite, will take a few days with platforms that provide 

BPM-focused low-code development capabilities. This helps organizations 

enable better levels of agility and innovation to support the Continuous 

Improvement concept, which is a core pillar of almost any ongoing Digital 

Transformation process.

Low-code BPM platforms do away with these limitations by leveraging 

modern HTML5 based UI with complex scenario and rule management  

capabilities. Low-code BPM provides powerful capabilities for business 

rules management, sophisticated Case Management for orchestrating  

unstructured processes, easy to use integration protocols such as Rest 

API, Web Services, and DB Connectors and powerful analytical capabilities.

68%

of companies identify agility as one of their most important initiatives. (Forbes)

Trend #3
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Fundamental  
capabilities of  
a low-code platform

Trend #3
The inherent value of a low-code development platform is that it brings IT 

and business together, enabling more rapid, iterative, and collaborative 

development and change implementation. Today, the market offers various 

types of low-code platforms that feature numerous high-efficient tools:

Visual modeling tools — these drastically simplify the application  

development and reduce the amount of coding needed to build apps.

BPM capabilities — tools that enable users effectively design, execute  

and optimize business processes and build business logics.

Out-of-the-box components — customizable software, templates, widgets 

and plugins are offered to help accelerate development.

Full application lifecycle management — with low-code platforms  

businesses can not only facilitate app development but also streamline the  

deployment and enable easy updates and maintenance to align IT with  

changing business needs.

Scalability capabilities — rapid provision from prototype to production with 

the ability to easily scale the development capacities with minimum expenses.

IT approved — the support of enterprise-grade security and governance  

features.
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The rise of Citizen 
Development

Trend #3

 Solve various types of business challenges they would previously have ‘put up’ with

 Save the time for IT department so they can work on more complex strategic projects

 Boost efficiency

 Enable transparency across various types of business operations

 Cut operational costs

 Shrink the IT-skill gap

 Design and optimize business processes

 Shorten time-to-value

The idea behind low code technology is to turn more business users into ‘citizen  

developers’. Introduced by Gartner, the term ‘citizen developers’ stands for users who 

create new business applications for consumption by others using development and 

runtime environments sanctioned by corporate IT. Empowered by low-code technology, 

citizen developers can make their work smoother and more efficient building their own 

customized solutions with low-code or even no-code approach.

8%

of respondents had traditional coding skills (Java, .NET, C++, Ruby on Rails and so on), yet,  
68% considered developing apps part of their day job. (Intuit)

96%

of respondents identified themselves as app builders, but only 21% identified themselves as working  
in traditional IT. (Intuit)
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Using low-code platforms, citizen developers can make a tremendous contribution  

to a more successful outcomes of organization’s digital transformation initiatives:



Near Real-time  
Event Processing 
Support

In 2018 organizations will build their strategies with even bigger focus on operational 

efficiency and tools to process and analyze large-scale data in real time. This is why 

systems that support near or/ and real-time event processing capabilities will increase 

their market share. Understanding events and triggers can help users define certain  

behavior patterns and, in turn, detect problems, bottlenecks or opportunities within 

complex chains of processes and events.

This will enable organizations to get instant insights into their core operations without 

the need to manually analyze behavior patterns which will drastically cut operational 

expenses. Near Real-time Event Processing support will facilitate the design of more 

customer-centric processes with complementary platform elements like event  

processing, real-time predictive analytics, and operational decision management.

With four main architectural patterns (Stream ingestion, Near Real-Time (NRT) Event 

Processing with External Context, NRT Event Partitioned Processing, and Complex  

Topology for Aggregations or ML) the market will see more technologies designed  

to detect specific patterns.

Trend #4

Use Cases of leveraging Near Real-time event processing:

• Cross selling: send a special offer (e.g. via push notification to the mobile device) while 

 the prospect is still in the store. 

• Rerouting transportation: proactively react on logistic events that could not be foreseeable 

 in advance. For instance, traffic congestion due to accidents or weather conditions.

• Restock inventory: design a shipping plan based on custom expectations, external 

 influences, and behavior patterns and ship specific inventory to specific stores
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Adaptive  
or Dynamic Case 
Management

Trend #5

DCM market is growing because more Infrastructure 
& Operations professionals see these solutions  
as a way to address their top challenges. 

Download the complimentary copy of The Forrester 
Wave™: Cloud-Based Dynamic Case Management, 
Q1 2018 to explore the 11 DCM providers that matter 
most and how they stack up:

Download

Download report

Adaptive case management is an approach, which allows for automating complex,  

information. Adaptive case management has various distinctions from structured/ 

orchestration BPM approach and the biggest one that it has a stronger focus  

on context, in addition to flow. 

The landscape of Adaptive Case Management vendors is still vague, with some vendors 

offering separate products for automating different types of processes and a few ones 

providing traditional BPM and case management capabilities in the same product.  

In 2018, the market will shift towards offerings with extended frameworks to enable  

organizations allow organizations to handle complex, long-running processes that  

require extensive upfront modeling followed by composite development and continuous 

improvement cycles.
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Conclusion
In 2018, digital transformation trend continues to gain traction, forcing business leaders to constantly reinvent their  

organizations to remain competitive and ensure the high-quality experience for their customers. BPM becomes an  

irreplaceable tool in the daily operations of businesses who want to effectively tackle the challenges of the constantly  

accelerating world and changing customer behaviors.

To be armed to meet the challenges posed by digital transformation and remain competitive, organizations have  

to create an environment that enables agility and flexibility of internal workflows and customer-facing operations.  

Powered by intelligent BPM technology, organizations can gain the needed tools to transform and innovate faster  

which generates new growth opportunities and provides a significant competitive advantage.



UNIQUE SYNERGY OF INTELLIGENT BPM PLATFORM AND UNIFIED 

CRM, WITH EXTENSIVE MARKETPLACE OF APPS AND TEMPLATES

Bpm’online is a global business software company leading in the space of business process 

automation and CRM. The company has been highly recognized as a market leader by key 

industry analysts. Its intelligent platform accelerates sales, marketing, service and operations for 

thousands of customers and hundreds of partners worldwide. The mission of bpm’online is to 

help companies ACCELERATE!

www.bpmonline.com
info@bpmonline.com

Try it free
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